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down, and that is what it'did on Monday of th& week.
Above, Greg Parsells and Don Devlin work on

the walkways throughout the winter months.

Gov. Terry Branstad
to be Boone Campus commencement speaker
Wednesday, May 25,1983,lO a.m.
Boone Campus Gymnasium
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Office staff th re to help studc
By BUNNY REED.
The administration - office staff at Boone Campus is
supported by nine people and supervised by Boone
Campus Dean Kriss Philips.
Philips lives in Carroll, lowa, with his wife, Joan. They
have three children: Doug, 19, clurrently serving in the
U.S. Navy; Susie, 17; and B.J., 9.
Philips was appointed Dean on Feb. 9, 1982, and has
been working with DMACC since 1974. For three years
prior to coming to the Boone Campus, Philips was director
of the Western Attendance Center at Carroll. Philips has a
B.S. degree in education from NE Missouri; a M.A. in City
School Administration from that college; and has done
some graduate work in administration and guidance
counseling.
Philips enjoys car travel, and has traveled to all the
states except Alaska, to Mexico, and to most of the
provinces in Canada. Philips also enjoys the f a r m owned
by his parents in Van Buren County, lowa.
Donna Peterson works as a secretary on the Boone
Campus. She is a widow and has two children: Kent, in
Boone; and Mrs. Judith Collison of Dallas Center. Donna
also has three grandchildern: Katie.5; Nick Collison,2;
and Tyler Collison, 7 months. Donna has been working for
DMACC 12 years.
Donna is a Boone native, although she did live in
southern California for a short time. She enioys travel,
knitting, needlecrafts and acting. Donna has been an
actress in three DMACC plays.
Mrs. Sandi Johnson works as a secretary in the front
office. Sandi is married to Harold Johnson, biology
teacher and athletic director at the Boone Campus. The
Johnsons have two children: Chad, 12; and Angela, 10.
Sandi has been working at Boone Campus since 1968, after
she graduated from this DMACC campus with an A.A. in
business.
Sandi enjoys a number of activities including free-lance
photography, sewing, knitting, crochet, organ music and
sports. She is president of the Soroptimist Club, and a
member ot the Boone Community Concert organization,
which has planned cultural events for the community.
Sandi also teaches 8th grade Sunday school classes at the
Augustana Lutheran church.
Linda Hammer, a Boone native, has been a secretary
for DMACCsince July, 1975. For slightly more than a year
Linda ,worked on the Ankeny campus, but returned to
Boone in 1982. She works with a church youth group and
she enjoys traveling when she has the opportunity. Linda
is single and living in Boone.
Discussing her role in working with DMACC students
Linda commented, "Deadlines are very important to the
efficiency of organizing campus records. When one person
misses a deadline i t has a ripple effect on the entire office
operation. When this happens m y job becomes more
complicated."

Linda added, "I hope the students don't find me rude or
abrupt at times, but I must t r y to maintain the schedule
we have set to best serve everyone. We are here to help
the students, and i t is the student's responsibility to be
aware of the schedules for registration and graduation."
Mrs. Chris Carney is the bookkeeper at the Boone
Campus. She lives in Boone with her son, Steve, a
graduate of Boone High Schaol, and her daughter,
Brenda, a sophomore at Boone High. Chris has been
working at DMACC for six years. She enjoys bridge,
activities with her family, walking and swimming. Chris
has recently taken classes at DMACC and may continue in
the future.
Martha Ballantyne is a part-time assistant in the
business office at Boone Campus. She lives in Boone and
has five children: Julie Smith, 25; Jim, Jr., 23; Beth, 20,
attending UNI; Mike,l7, a senior at Boone High School;
and Susie,l3, an 8th grader at Sacred Heart. Martha is the
president of Top and Body Repair in Boone,a business
begun by her late husband, J i m Ballantyne.
" I enjoy working in this college atmosphere," Martha
stated, "I look forward to taking classes at DMACC in the
future." Martha is a Boone native.
Richard Finnestad is the Coodinator of Student Services
at the Boone Campus. Finnestad and his wife Carolyn
have four children attending schools in Boone: Krista, 15;
Jennifer, 14; Gwen, 13; and Shelly, 11.
Finnestad acquired his undergraduate degree at Buena
Vista College in 1960, and went on for a degree in business
administration and education at UNC at Greeley, Colo.
Finnestad taught at Indian Lakes Community College,
Crescent and Coon Rapids i n lowa. Finnestad is a native
of Laurens, lowa and currently lives in Boone. He enjoys
fishing, golf, gardening, hunting, snow skiing and
spectator sports.

BOONE CAMPUS DEAN KRlSS PHILIPS is always on

George Silberhorn is Director of Student Activities at
the Boone Campus and has been at the campus since 1972.
He is married to Jinny Silberhorn,
an instructor in the
Learning Center and Cheerleading Advisor. The
Silberhorns have three children: Christopher, 13;
Jennifer, 9; and Stephanie, 7.
George enjoys hunting, tennis and travel. While in the
U.S. Air Force, George was stationed in Maine, where he
enjoyed deer hunting. George was also stationed in Calif.
for some time, as well as Southeast Asia.
Mrs. Karen Wagner, a Boone resident, has been
working for DMACC parttime as a secretary to the faculty
for five years. Karen is the wife of Lou Wagner, and they
have one child, Chad, 10. A native of Colo, lowa, Karen
enjoys reading, camping and latch hook creations.

DONNA PETERSON is the "right hand" to the campus
Dean, Kriss Philips.

CHRIS CARNEY is the person students always talk to
about their tuition. She always has a ready smile for
everyone.

A BIG SMILE is the hallmark of George Silberhorn.

SAUDI JOHNSON'S is the smile that first greets students
and visitors to the main office of Boone Campus.

She's who you
see in

SHARON BLASKEY checks the mail for the nursing
department.

Nursing secretary
enjoys her job
By BUNNY R E E D
Coordinating office work i n the Nursing Department at
Boone Campus is the responsibility of Mrs. Sharon
Blaskey, Nursing Department secretary.
Blaskey is married to Harold Blaskey, a foreman with
theBoone Water and Sewer Treatment Department. They
I I in ~
Boorip and have four children: Pani, 20: Debbie, 16;
Cur 1, 13; and Nicole, 4.
F3lask~yIias been working at DMACC for 10 years.
Originally iroln Fort Dodge, lowa, she now enjoys living
in Roone
In her spare time, Blaskey enjoys gardening, biking and
bowling in a league. She also enjoys working near the
students who are i n the nursing program.
"We have a very good group of young people going
through this program," Blaskey said. " I t is interesting to
see changes in male-female roles reflected in our
students, too. We do have one male student currently
enrolled in the ADN program, and a few more are
applicants for next fall."

By RUNNY R E E D
Ttle task of organiz~ngthe Boone Campus Library is
under- the guidance of Mrs. Louise Payton, DMACC
Library Technician.
Louise has been with the Boone Campus administrative
office staff since 1976. Louise has also taken college-level
courses at DMACC, as well as ISU in Ames.
Louise is married to Lyle Payton, CNW railroad's
Mechanic-in-Charge. They have five children: Linda
Schuller, in ~ n k e n ~Cindy
;
Marquardt, in Omaha with
'husband Mike and two children; Jeanne Eibes, in Omaha
with husband M a r k and daughter; John, in Omaha as a
civil engineer with the UP railroad; and Lori Schnelle, a
newlywed i n Duluth and an ISU accounting graduate.
Although she is originally from South Dakota, Louise
and her husband Lyle have lived in Boone for twenty
years. Louise worked for the Boone High School library
for seven years before coming to the Boone Campus.
"I do not work during the summer months,"
commented Louise, "so I enjoy rose gardening, fishing,
and traveling i n our mini-home during the summer."
Louise mentioned that there are library pamphlets
available on the counter which detail some of the library
services.
"Few people notice the pamphlets when they come into
the library," Louise added. "Apparently, though, many

students find the library both enjoyable and helpful. We do
try to keep the atmosphere in here relaxed."

Financing needs planning
By K E L L Y PENNER
01ie of the questiotis tnany DMACC sti~dents ask
ther?izel\~esis. "Ciow will I have enough money for nexl
quatier? ' Wilh tnany sludenls struggling to pay for
school, i t is hard to concentrate or1 assignments.
I t seems ihat to have enough, we need to work. Qf
course, working is not enough because we have to live,
and by working we reduce our chance for financial aid.
The financial aid program at DMACC may be able to
help you more than you think!
The best first step to take would be to walk into the
office and pick up an FFS(Family Financial Statement).
Filling out the FFS is definitely another story, because i t
is not extremely simple. Just remember that you're a
college student and give i t your best shot.
The FFS provides a Need Analysis through American

Tell her who you

College Testing, ACT for short. A copy of the Need
Analysis
goes
to
each
of
the
foilowing:
First, a copy goes do the Federal Government. This copy
makes you eligible foi- the Basic or Pel! Grant.
Secondly, another copy will go to ttie State Government
of the college attended. I n this case, lowa. This will make
you eligible to receive help from the lowa College Aid
Comtnision and the lowa Vocational-Technical Tuition
Grant Program.
Finally, a copy is received at the college you plan to
attend. In this case, DMACC Boone Campus. You are now
under consideration for various college scholarships or
work-study programs.
The types of aid available at DMACC include
scholarships, grants (Pell and Supplemental Vocational
or Technical), loans and work-study.
There are some 44 different organizations and
individt~alsthat donate to th? Boone Campus Foundation.
The money rpceil./ed from these organizations and
individa~alsis returned to the students through various
scholarships. These scholarships are hased on need,
ory skill area ( a type of
academic ability, area of ~ t i ~ d
athletic ability). This only takes one application above
and beyond the FFS. There were 120 students who
received scholarships from the Boone Campus
Foundation during the 1982-83 school year. Applications
for these scholarships can be obtained in the admissions
office for summer or the 1983-84 school year.

are when you visit
campus bookstore
By BUNNY R E E D
Every student eventually finds a chance to visit the
Boone Campus Bookstore, but few take the opportunity to
introduce themselves to the bookstore clerk, Mrs. Doris
Wickman.
"I enjoy the students at this campus," Wicknian
commented, "and Ifind this a pleasant place to work. I'm
often quite busy and I can't give all of the students
individual attention, but I do get to know some of them
over the months, and I like that very much."
Wickman is married to Bob Wicknian and they have
five children and 12 grandchildren. Their children are
Monica Pearson of Boone; M i k e of Boone; Mary Jo,
currently living in Tanzania, East Africa; and M a x and
Marty, both i n Boone. Wickman herself is a Boone native.
Though worklng at DMACC for seven years, Wickman
has found time for a number of interesting hobbies,
including singing i n the church choir at the Sacred Heart
church, cooking and watchlng spectator sports.

LOUISE PAYTON is always willing to help students find
materials in the library.

DORIS WICKMAN is the smiling face you see i n the
campus bookstore.

Grants and scholarships are a type of gift aid. They do
not need to be paid back.
DMACC has several ways of providing work-study jobs.
Usually a set amount of money is received for working a
certain number of hours each week. Some of the workstudy jobs at the Boone Campus are as follows: central
office help, science and computer science lab assistants,
librarians, custodial assistants and physical education
assistants.
Remember, aid is determined by the Need Analysis
from ACT based on your Family Financial Statement.
Many aspects of need are considered, including the cost of
your school's attendance(tulti0n). Keep your grades up,
because a student must maintain a 2.0 GPA t o be ellglble
for financial ald.

Intramurals thrive
under Patti Long
By DOROTHEA SCOTT
Signs, ranging from a small notice t o large,
professional-looking posters, invite student participants
to a wide range of intramural activities.
This program is under the direction of Patti Long,
DMACC Recreation graduate, and former ISU and UNI
student, who now juggles this and her other part-time job
at the University Book Store in Ames.
"Sometimes i t seems like I live in m y car," she said.
The poster proclaiming the pool tournament is eye
catching, a characteristic she attributes to a class in
calligraphy she has recently taken.
Intramurals are spread throughout the school year,
with co-ed softball and golf i n the fall. T i m Scott was this
fail's golf winner.
Winter students participated in basketball, without
benefit of the regular intramural players. The winning
team included Brett Anderson, Mike Kraft, Lester Nelson,
Larry Schroeder, Terry Marquardt, and Bill Frakes.
One-on-one winner was Mike Kraft.
Winter is a good season for cribbage. One tournament
has finished with Dan Burns as the Singles winner, and
Tim Scott and Jerry Delebreau, Doubles winners.
Another cribbage tournament is currently being played,
with battles to be fought at times set by the warriors
according to their schedules. As with most intramurals,
the players set their own dates, and turn in their own
results t o Long.
John Vachris topped the pool tournament over the
weekend o f Feb. 19.
Table tennis is another popular sport--Singles winner
was Khalil El-Shakra and doubles winner were Khalil and
Doug Miller.
A volleyball tournament is being played currently.
With spring, there will be softball, tennis, golf, tug-ofwar, badminton and Frisbee golf.
Also planned are a free-throw contest, darts, bowling
(one-day), three-player volleyball and whiffleball.
The snow-softball tournament faded away as quickly as
the snow melted.'lt would have been played with brightcolored balls and plastic bases.
The gym is open some nights for intramurals; many
Sundays and Tuesdays for students to play basketball or
just shoot, volleyball or badminton, or to use the weight
machine. Open nights are usually posted in the halls and
lounge by Long.
There is no additional charge for intramurals-the
activity fee covers expenses.

BUILDING THE SETS is only one of the many jobs
associated w i t h producing a play. The above students
workon someof the backdrops. I n the background is John

BOONE CAMPUS, DMACC
1125 Hancock Drive
Boone, Iowa 50036 .- ~ . .
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Hagar and Night Ranger a hit
By J E F F FORSTER
On Wednesday, March 16, Sammy Hagar hit Des
Moines and hit i t hard. Sammy and his band really
painted the Civic Center red (as did the "true" Hagar fans
who were decked out in red clothing).
Night Ranger was warm-up band for this show. They
performed nearly every song from their "Dawn Patrol"
album including "Don't Tell M e You Love Me," "Sing M e
Away," "Can't Find M e A Thrill," "Night Ranger,"
"Penny," and others. Their vocals were clear and sharp
with most of the leads falling on the shoulders of bass
player, Jack Blades. Drummer Kelly Keagy took front

Letter to Editor
By EBERE ANYANWU

THE BEAR FACTS is the official student
publication of the Boone Campus of the Des Moines
Area Community College. The staff welcomes
suggestions and contributions which should be
submitted to the editor or assistant editor. The
Paper is published nine times a year and is
distributed free to the students, faculty, staff and
friends of the campus.
EDITOR: Darla Dixon
ASSISTANT EDITOR A N D A D V E R T I S I N G
DIRECTOR: Bunny Reed
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Linda Ensley, Bunny Reed,
T i m Sauer
REPORTERS: Nathan Aioku, Dan Burns, Linda
Ensley, Jeff Forster, MacMaurice Ijeaku, Allen
Lee, L o r i McGee, Basil Nwonwu, Kelly Penner, T i m
Sauer, Jay Sawyer, Laura Stoll, DeeDee Verplank
ADVISOR: Rosemary Westphalen

Rand,and in the foreground is Carl Walding.
Linda Ensley)

Homecoming at Boone Campus, held Monday, Feb. 14,
was not an unqualified success in the minds of some
instructors, staff and even some students.
The problem was the day of the week the event was
scheduled.
The majority of those interviewed regreted that some
students missed their classes the next morning, thus
hindering the continuity of their studies.
In addition, many of the students were unable t o attend
because they had school work to do, causing them t o have
to stay at home.
A majority of those contacted suggested that
homecoming could be scheduled any Friday or Saturday
to enable all the students t o take part in the activity. This
would also help to keep students who attended in good
shape for the rest of the school week.
Those who had set the date for this year's homecoming
were also contacted. They explained that a school day was
chosen because they believe this type of event should be
held on a school day.
They also indicated that i t is hard to rent a suitable
p l ~ c efor such an event on a weekend, as these places
would have t o close their regular business for it. This is
something that most would be unwilling to do. In addition,
they said that the same space on a weekend would cost the
school too much money.
If, on the other hand, the activity is held in the school
lounge, school equipment could be broken or stolen by
some of the guests who might overindulge in the%
festivltles.
Looking a t the two sides, it Is obvious that each side has
reasons for their stands. I would like t o suggest that
before the next homecoming celebratlon, a solutlon could
be found.

seat on a couple of songs. Guitarists Brad Gillis and Jeff
Watson took turns on lead guitar while adding their voices
for backup. Does Brad Gillis sound familiar? Of course,
he played in that band (replacing Randy Rhoads after his
death) that is headed by that one guy. What's his name?
Oh, yeah, Ozzy Osbourne.
Gillis is no doubt the best musician i n the band, but he
did not t r y t o steal the spotlight from anyone, nor dld he
try t o put us over with some big "star" image.
Keyboardist Alan "Fitz" Gerald was more heard than
seen, but one wonders where they would be without him.
Getting back to Brad, why did he quit Ozzy? Replied
Being a heavy
Gillis, "I was heavy-metaled out!"
metalurgist is just one step above a hard-rocker, such
says the Book According to the Headbangers. ( I guess
Brad prefers t o keep i t hard.)
All three guitarists were using radio control modules
with their guitars. (This leaves them free to run rampant
on stage.) Their energy, looseness, and professionalism
rocked the audience. I found i t hard t o imagine that
Sammy could beat them out.
But, beat them he did! Even at their own game. After
Night Ranger left the stage, about one hour after
they hit it, Sammy and his band took total control of the
stage for over two hours. Hagar came flying out complete
with a headset-microphone that was radio controlled. (His
guitar was set up the same way.) This gave Sammy the
chance he wanted. The 33-year-old guitarist, singer,
songwriter ran wild. I've not seen too many musicians in
this kind of shape. He was up and down ramps,, running t o
the front of the stage shaking hands, and jumping on top of
a red Trans A m t o perform a couple of songs including an
old Montrose tune called "Space Station No. 5."
Sammy, bassist Bill Church, guitarist Gary Phil,
drummer Denny Carmassi and the aforementioned
keyboard player ran through Sammy's hits, such as
"Red,"
"I've Done Everything For You,"(orlginai
Sammy version, not Rick Springfield), "Rock 'n' Roll
Weekend," "Reckless," "Bad Motor Scooter," numerous
tunes from his two previous albums including "Three
r o c k Elox," " Your Love Is Driving M e Crazy," and
"Heavy Metal." During "H.M.,"
Hagar coaxed the
audience into singhg the chorus. The best part, though,
came during his encore, which featured Sammy doing a
tribute to "The Who" that included his version of "My
Generation," which lasted nearly ten minutes and
consis d mostly of jams between Hagar and guitarist
Gary
ii. Keyboardist Alan "Fitz" Gerald used to play
with Hagar's band during the late '70s and early '80s. So is
he playing with two bands now or does he have a clone?
Either way, "Fitz" Is going to be r i c h and famous. A l l i n
all i t was a great show, and. when Sammy said to "Keep
Rockin'," you just knew that everybody sald they would.
As long as Sammy comes back to rock with them.

Ii

'God's Favorite'

Comedy chosen
for spring play
By T I M SAUER
God's Favorite, a comedy by Neil Simon, has been
chosen for the drama department's spring production at
Boone Campus.
A dress rehearsal of the show will be presented Friday,
April 29, at 8 p.m. with admlsslon free to students.
Regular performanceswill be held Saturday, April 30, at 8
p.m., and Sunday, May 1, at 2 p.m. Admission is $2.50 for
adults and $1 for students. All performances will be held In
the DMACC auditorium.
The play is the story of Joe Benjamin, a successful New
York businessman. He and his rather eccentric family
live in a mansion on Long Island. One night he Is visited by
Sidney Lipton who claims to bea messenger from God. He
tells Joe that to test his faith, some really unpleasant
things are going to happen to him and the only way to
prevent them is to renounce God. Joe refuses and
calamity follows.
The cast of the play Includes:
Susan Ellis, who plays the part of Mady, a maid in the
Benjamin household. She has previously appeared in
"Murder in the Magnolias," another DMACC production.
She is a native of Stuart, lowa and is majoring in Human
Services. She said that she tried out for the play to get
experience speaking in front of large groups and for some
fun.
Jeff Forster ~ o r t r a v sMorris the butler. He is a Liberal
Arts major from Boone and would someday like to work
with a promotional company. Jeff has appeared in
"Oklahoma!", "1984," and "Murder in the Magnolias."
He said, "I enjoy participating in plays; it's a load of fun
and lets you besomeone else for a while."
Kathy Hanson appears in the role of Sarah Benjamin.
Originally from Stratford, she is working toward an
Associate of Nursing Degree. After graduation she plans
to move to Arizona to pursue a nursing career. "I enjoy
acting and was interested in polishing my skills." She has
appeared in such shows as "Harvy," "Brigadoon," and
"My Fair Lady."
Rose Benjamin is played by Dodie Holt. A natlve of
Ames, she is majoring in Business Administration and
plans to work in a private law office. She has been in
several church plays and says "I enloy acting and I'm a
very dramatic person. The part of Rose fits me to a tee."
John rand of Crookston, Mlnn. has the part of David
Benjamin. He is majoring In tele-communicative arts and
plans to go into acting or broadcasting. His acting
experiencp includes high school drama as well as two
plays with the Boone Community Theater. He summed up
his participation simply by saying, "I enjoy acting."
Joe Benjamin is played by Steve Russell. He is from
Boone originally and although he has no previous acting
experience, he plans to attend ISU and major in
broadcasting. "I've always wanted to participate in a play
and my schedule finally permitted it."
Blake So&r portrays the part of Ben Benjamin. "I like
acting and I love any play by Neil Simon," he said.
Blake's hometown is Stratford, lowa and other plays he
has been In include "Lady Dracula," "The Silver
Whistle," and "Twaln by the Tale." He is a Liberal Arts
major and plans to transfer to Drake.
Sidney Lipton, messenger, will be played by Carl
Walding of Sioux City, lowa. He plans to finlsh at DMACC
next yearandthenattendeither ISU or U of I.Other plays
Walding has participated in include "Murder in the
Magnolias," "Do-ri't Drink the Water," and "Fiddler on
the Roof."
"I tried out for the play for the fun of the practices and
because I love to perform," Waldlng said.
"God's Favorite" is under the direction of drama and
speech instructor, Jan Aurelius.

-

Plantoattend
the spring play

Cast rehearses for play
I

LEARNING THE LINES for a - p m s only the beginning.
Practicing their parts above are, from the left, Dodie Holt
who plays the part of Rose Benjamin; John Rand who
appears as David Beniamin; Kathy Hanson who acts the
part of Sarah Benjamin, and Susan Ellis who is Mady the
maid. At the left, Drama and speech teacher at Boone
Campus, Jan Aurelius, works with the actors i n preparing
(Photos by Tim Sauer)
for the upcoming event.
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The Bear Facts : A result of cooperation
By T I M SAUER
The Bear Facts is the result of weeks of planning and
the efforts of the editor, faculty, photographers and
reporters.
aff delivers another issue designed
to entertain a

camera as she sets type for this issue of The Bear Facts.
I n the foreground is Kelly Penner, also setting type.

events and people of interest to students. Few, however,
are aware of the many steps required to produce this
paper, so here comes some internal publicity.
The process begins on campus with the editor, Darla
Dixon. Her job is to assign stories, set copy, decide on
pictures to be used, and to generally organize all aspects
of the paper and get i t ready for printing.
Bunny Reed is the assistant editor and advertising
manager. Her duties includewriting stories, paste-up and
typesetting, but primarily she is in charge of selling ads
and laying them out.
The faculty advisor is Rosemary Westphalen. She
assists with the entire production and helps to make sure
everybody knows what they're doing.
Story ideas come to the paper from students, faculty
members and staff members. The editor must sort
through these ideas and choose those that are of the
greatest interest and importance to the readers.
Thestories that are chosen are assigned to a reporter to
be written. I t is the reporter's responsibility to arrange
interviews, keep appointments, do research and trace any
other possible sourceof information that could be useful in
writing their story.
When the story is finished, i t is turned over to the editor
for copy reading. I n this process the story is read and all
errors in spelling, punctuation or grammar that the
reporter may have made are corrected. The story is also
reviewed for accuracy and fairness and if any re-writing
is needed i t is done then.
When the story has been fully corrected and put i n the
form in which i t will appear in the paper, i t is ready to
typeset.
For this process the operation moves to the Boone News
Repubticanoffice. Using equipment there, the story is set
i n the proper font (style of type) for the Bear Facts. This
is doneon a video display terminal. The story is typed out
on a typewriter-like keyboard, and as this is done i t
appears on a small screen above the keyboard.,
When finished, the story Is quickly scanned for mistakes
.and corrections are made. The stored material Is then
sent to a machlne that converts i t into a punched-paper
tape.
This tape is inserted into a computer which decodes the
pattern of punched holes, setting the type according t o the
instructions on it. The story comes out of this device wet
and on a f i l m simllar t o photographic paper.
After i t has dried, the story is proofread for any errors
that may have made i t through the various steps. When
the story is corrected, i t is in the form in which i t will
appear in the paper.

the photogapher is assigned a specific picture to take
much like the reporters. The photo is then processed in
the campus darkroom. The prints that come out of there,
however, can not go into the paper directly.
At the News ~ e ~ a i c a nthe
,
pictures are rephotographed through a screen. This process is called
PMT (for photo-mechanical transfer) or halftone. ,This
converts thepicturesiritoa tiny seriesof dots. These may
be seen by looking closely at a picture in any newspaper.
In addition, some pictures may have to be enlarged or
reduced from their original size.-This is done using a type
of camera that re-shoots the picture at some percentage of
its original size. This allows i t to f i t in the space that is
avajlable i n the paper.
These re-shot photos are processed and come out on a
.'-fltm similar to the stories.
With the storles set and the pictures sized and screened,
layout of the Bear Facts can be accompllshed. This Is
done on dummy sheets on which the advertisements have
already been placed.
The ads are sold to local businesses to help offset the
cost of publication. Ads must be set and placed on the
pages first because the advertisers purchase a particular
amount of space in the paper. The number of photos and
stories that appear i n the finished paper is determined by
thespace left open after placement of the ads.
"

For the layout process, the stories and pictures are
measured and this is compared to the amount of space
that is available. If the material is too long, entire stories
may be held for future issues, parts of stories may be cut
off, or pictures may be trimmed in an effort to make
things fit. All this 1s done on a dummy sheet (a rough
sketch of the finished pages), not on the Page that wi-Il go
to the printers.
When i t looks like everything will come out even, the
pasting-up of the actual pages begins. The backs of a l l
stories and plctures are coated w l t h a thin layer of wax,
which allows them to be stuck down and then lifted off
later if necessary without damaging the COPY.
During the paste-up phase, space must b e left for the
headlines and cutlines (information under the pictures)
which will be set and added later.
After the paste-up is complete and the heads and
cutlines have been added, the pages are sent again to the
Boone News Republican for printing.
The printing process used for the Bear Facts is called
offset printing. I t begins by photographing the finished
pages and turning them into a large negative image. This
is then shot onto an aluminium plate and the image is
burned onto the surface using various chemicals. This
makes a positive image on the plate.
The plate is put on the press and the image is

paper is finished and waiting to be distributed to

Someof the staffire, front row from the left, Jay Sawyer,
Dan Burns, Jeff Forster and T i m Sauer. Back row from

Nathan Ajoku. Staff members not pictured are Allen Lee,
Lori McGee, Basil Nwonwu and Bunny Reed.

T I M SAUER WORKS on a layout design for an issue of
The Bear Facts.
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What does vour summer hold?

darkroom as she prints pictures for

the- ear Facts.

By LINDA ENSLEY
Beach towels, bathing suits and suntans are images
brought to mind when thoughts of summer surface, but
another image--books-is
beginning to dominate the
scene for many.
Reasons for attending summer school vary, but
finishing up sequence courses before next fall's semesters
set in is prompting students to devote part of their
summer indoors. A more relaxed atmosphere replaces
the recognizable run-of-the-mill grind prevailing through
the rest of the year as shorts, T-shirts and sandals replace
jeans, sweaters and boots.
While some of the classes boast smaller class rolls
making individual attention from instructors easier,
many students find themselves in different classes wlth
the same classmates, producing a more unified student
body and the potential for more student-helping-student
study.
Now's the time to start thinking about summer school.
Students should ask themselves if they have any classes
left to take before the semester schedule takes over. Each
oneshould check the list, see i f there are any gaps in his or
her curriculum to be filled this summer. Each should
remember with summer's more condensed quarter, a full
load is considered to be 8 hours, and classes meet for
longer hours or more days per week. I f students manage
their time right, however, they should have plenty of time
for school and summer both.
Summer session begins M a y 31 and continues through
July 25for Arts and Sciences students. and until August 10
for Career Education students.
BIOLOGY
BIO 101 Prin of
Biol
(PL)
(Ryan)
4 cr.
M-F
1O:lO-11:20
BIO
110
Microbiology
(PL)
(Staff)
5
cr.
7:30-8:40 MWF 7:30-10:OO TTH
BIO 111 survey Anat & Physiology ( P L ) (Ryan) 5cr.
11:30-12:40 MWF 11:30-2:00 TTH
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
BSAD 113 lntro to Data Processing (Staff) 3 cr.
6:15-10:OO
p.m.
TH
BSAD 121 (P) Business Statistics (Doran) 5 cr.
7:30-8:40
a.m.
M-F
BSAD 128 Personnel supervisi&
(Staff) 5 cr.
6:15-10:OO
p.m.
TH
CHEMISTRY
CHEM 102 General Chemistry I ( P L ) (Alexander) 4 cr.
11:30-1:15 TTH
1:25-3:55
TH

DARLA D l XON sets headlines on the 7800 headsetting
machine a t the Boone News-Republican.

Trivia answers

ENGLISH
ENG 090 Study
Skills (Powers) 3 cr. TBA
ENG 091 Developmental Reading (Powers) 3 cr. TBA
ENG 092 English Fundamentals (Powers) 3 cr. TBA
ENG 110 Composition I (pre-nursing only) (McCareyLaird)
3
cr.
7:30-8:40
a.m.
MWF
ENG 111 Composition II ( P ) (McCarey-Laird) 3 cr.
8:50-10:OO
a.m.
MWF
or
6:15-10:OO p.m.
T
ENG 112 Composition Ill ( P I (McCarey-Laird) 3 cr.
10:lO-11:20 MWF or 6:15-10:OO p.m. M (Staff)

Continued on page 8
1. Jane Fonda, Dolly Parton, and Lily Tomlin.
2. DeForest Kelly.
3. Richard Gere.
4. Stalag 13.
5. Men a t Work.
6. Agent 99.
7. The big Ragu-Carmine Ragusa.
8. Errol Flynn.
9. Alan Hale.
10.Vic Morrow.
1 ].Marlin Perkins.
12.Commerce Bank of Beverly Hills.
13.$1,000 bill.
14.0dis Campbell.
15.Lt. Arthur Tragg.
16.Ron Carey.
17.Gary Sandy.
18.Ronny Schell
19.Whltman Mayo.
20.A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away.

GEO 121
6:15-10:oo

GEOGRAPHY
lntro to Geography
p.m.
TH

(Ryan)

3

cr

LITERATURE
L I T 103 Major American Writers (P) (McCarey-Laird) 3
cr.
7:30-9:15
a.m.
TTH

PHYE

113

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Swimming
(Alley)
1

cr.

TBA

MATHEMATICS
MATH 098
lntro Algebra
(Powers) 5 cr.
7:30-8:40
a.m.
M-F
MATH 103 Intermediate Algebra (P) (Staff) 5 cr.
8:50-10:OO
a.m.
M-F
MATH 105 Elementary Statistics ( P ) (Doran) 5 cr.
7:30-8:50
a.m.
M-F
MATH 106 College Algebra and Trig (P) (Staff) 5 cr.
8:50-10:OO
a.m.
M-F

MATH
108
10:10-11:20
MATH 120
lo:
:20

Pre-calculus
M-F

(P)
in

(Doran)

Basic

5

cr.

cr.

(Staff)

M-TH

PSYCHOLOGY
PSYC
101 General
Psychology
(Pio)
5
cr.
10:lO-11:20
M -F
PSYC 104 Abnormal Psychology ( P I (Pio) 4 cr.
MWF
a-~ul)~.
4,
12:H)-1:20
PSYC 105 Social Psychology (Staff) 3'a57w.
11:30-12:40
MWF
PSYC
111 Human
Sexuality
(Pio)
3
cr.
11 :30-12:40
MWF

.

RECREATIONAL LEADERSHIP
RECR 126 Outdoor Rec Application (Alley) 2 cr. TBA
RECR 192 Supervised ~ i e l d - ~ x ~ e r i e InI c~e l l e 12
~ cr.
)
TBA
SOC 101
8:lO-9:20

lntro
a.m.

SOCIOLOGY
to Sociology
MWF

(Staff)

3

cr.

SPEECH
SPEECH 101 Fundamentals of Speech (Aurelius) 3 cr.
9:25-11: 10 TTH

.

The

following

classes

meet

until

August

10.

BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTING
BKKA 446 Bookkeeping Internship (Bildner) 14 cr. TBA

SECRETARIAL SCl ENCES
SECR 319 Math and Machines (Thieben) TBA
SECR 326 Internship-Secr. Seminar (Thieben) 1 cr. TBA
SECR 349 Word Processing ll (P) (Thieben) 3 cr. TBA
SECR 360Typing II (P) (Thieben) 1 cr. TBA
SECR 361 Typing 11 Lab ( P ) (Thieben) 2cr. TBA
SECR370Typing Ill ( P ) (Thieben) 1 cr. TBA
SECR 371 Typing Ill Lab ( P ) (Thieben) 2 cr. TBA
SECR390Typing IV ( P ) (Thieben) 1 cr. TBA
SECR391 Typing IV Lab (P) (Thieben) 2cr. TBA
The following courses run from M a y 31-June 17, with
classes 8 hours a week for 3 weeks and clinical experience
24 hours a week for 3 weeks.
N t l RSl NG
ADSN 280 Nursing Seminar II (Hondley) 5 cr.
8:OO-12:OO a.m. M T F
ADSN 280 Seminar I I-Clinical Experience at M a r y
Greeley Medical Center in Ames
Section A : OB (Moeckly)
Section B: Peds (Cory)
Section C: Psych (Cooper)
Section D : 3-South (Staff)
Section E : 2-E (Staff)
TBA: To bearra:~ged
(P) : Prerequisite

Rotary -Rotaract
host student dinner

By MACMAURIC IJEAKU
An International Dinner was held at the Boone Campus
,lounge on Monday, March 21, under the sponsorship of the
Rotary Organization and the Rotaract Club of DMACC.
Approximately 30 foreign students from Laos, Lebanon,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Nigeria, Philippines, Vietnam, and
Venezuela attended the dinner. American dishes were
cooked and served by the wives of the Rotary Club
members.
After eating, there was a series of introductions. The
foreign students introduced themselves and M r . McNair
announced the Rotaract members. Maria Malag, from the
Philippines, ehtertained the people by doing a lamp
dance.
The dinner was t o honor the international students who
are studying at Boone Campus and to give foreign
students and members of the Rotary and Rotaract clubs
an opportunity to get to know each other better. The
function of both clubs is to promote international
understand,ing.
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Lady Bears begin
softball season

Are you motivated?
By JAY STOFFERS
What methods can students use to motivate themselves
tostudy? Discipline, isolation, muslc and optlmlsm for the
future are four common ways among Boone Campus
students.
Disciplining one's mind to concentrate on what needs to
be done and then doing i t Is quite a feat in Itself. I f a
student could accomplish this, he would be his own
motivation.
"I go to the library and concentrate on the things I have
to do and get them done," remarked Alan Fischer.
The library is frequently used by a sizeable proportlon
of the students and is one place where a student can go and
complete the necessary assignments.
Isolating one's self from all other people gives the
student an opportunity to sit down and break himself back
in for studying.
"I seclude myself from parties and people who will
influence me. I hibernate," said John Jewell.
Music motivates the mind. The mind is then able to tell
the student what the student must get done. Music enables
one to finish homework without a struggle.
"Music puts me i n another dimension, a place where I
can concentrate on m y homework and get i t done," said
Jana Kennedy.
"I iust slap on m y headphones, and I don't have any
problems with studying," she added.
Jeff Poppengo says the future holds the motivation
factors in his quest for a degree.
"I think about how studying now will pay off for me in
the future," Poppengo said. "I want t o be successful and
by working hard in school, I hope to achieve that success
later."
If one is the type of person who just can't get in the
grooveof studying, he or she should lock hisor her self in a
closet with a favorite book; listen to the theme song from
Rocky I,II,or Ill; and think about what one may be doing
10 years from now.

By LORI MCGEE
The 1983 Boone Campus Women's softball season got
underway March 21 with 11 players showlng up for
practice.
Workouts, under the guldance of Coach Larry Hughes,
have consisted of fielding, throwlng and hlttlng.
Although the team returns just one letterman, Julle
Johnson, from last year's 14-11 season, Coach Hughes
seemed optimistlc about the team's ability. The team Is
seeking to better the school team record of 18-11.
"The team looks good defensively a t this point;
however, we lack another pitcher," Hughes commented.
''Julie Johnson wlll do fine, but won't be able t o pitch a l l
the time if the weather is good and we play several days i n
a row."
"Our hitting ability is unknown a t thls tlme until we get
outside and face other pitchers," he added.
The season schedule conslsts of 32 doubleheader games.
Regional tournaments wlll be held May 6 and 7 a t
Kirkwood at the conclusion of the regular season.
BOONE CAMPUS SOFTBALL ROSTER
Karen Thompson, United Community; Connle Bassett,
United Community; Tammy Crispin, United Community;
Robin Westrum, Stratford; Lisa Bell, Gilbert; Carol
Godfrey, YJB; Anna Sayre, United Community; Sherry
Fisher, Nesco; Chris Knlght, Boone; Lisa Rimathe,
Ballard; Julie Johnson, Emmetsurg.

M I K E THOMAS Is a valued player for both the Bears
basketball and the Bears baseball teams.

Mike Thomas-

L

Sparks Bear team

Game schedule

By JAY SAWYER
Mike Thomas, is the Athlete of the Month for the Boone
DMACC Bear Facts. Mike &as born in Jamaica and lived
there for eight years before his family moved to England.
In 1970 his family moved to Winnipeg, Manitoba, in
Canada.
He graduated from St. John's High School in Winnipeg
where he played basketball. As the teams leading scorer,
Mike averaged 21 points per game, while shooting 58
A group of rec majors will board "01' Blue" and
percent from the floor.
head north to Minneapolis to the National American
Mike has come to Boone to play basketball and baseball.
Alliance of Health Physical Education and Recreation
He has already had a successful season on the men's
Congress April 7, 8 and 9.
basketball team, averaging 17 points and seven rebounds
I
I
per game.
Even though Mike excels in basketball, baseball is the
main reason he has come to the Boone Campus College.
He was sent here by a baseball scout and is very much
Inc.
Stow St.
looking forward to a good season with the team under the
Boone. lowa
coaching of John Smith.
50036
Last year Mike led the Manitoba Junlor League for
players from age 18-23. Mike hit a booming ,464 at the
plate, while playing outfield and pitching positions.
Mike is taking business courses at DMACC and says he
wants to keep playing baseball a t a high level of
competition. He would also like to attend a four year
college.
Mike says he likes the Boone Campus School because it
isn't very big and it's easy to get along with the students
and teachers.
As for this years team, Mike sees the team as having
strong points in hlttlng and speed, as well as some goad
pitching. Mike hopesto help the team out this year so they
can again go to the Junior College World Series!

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May

Off to Minnesota
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Trivia
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C A L I F O R N I A

lowa Guaranteed Student Loans

/
I

Interest Bearing Checking Accounts

8TH & ARDEN STREET

432-1220

4, Ellsworth, 3:30, AWAY
6, Marshalltown, 4:00, HOME
8, Council Bluffs, 3:00, AWAY
11, Fort Dodge, 3:00, AWAY
12, Waldorf, 4:00, HOME
13, Creston, 4:00, AWAY
14, Mason City, 4:00, HOME
18, Ellsworth, 2:30, HOME
19, Clarinda, 3:00, AWAY
20, Fort Dodge, 4:00, HOME
21, Creston, 4:00, HOME
25, Ciarinda, 4:00, HOME
27, Mason City, 3:30, AWAY
28, Marshalltown, 3:00, AWAY
29, Council Bluffs, 4:00, HOME
2, Waidorf, 3:30, AWAY
6, Regional Finals, Cedar Rapids
7, Regional Finals, Cedar Rapids

6oone
I

By DAN BURNS
1. Name the three actresses that played on "Nlne to
Five."
2. Who played Bones onustar Trek?"
3. What actor starred In the movie "Arnerlcan Gigolo?"
4. What was the name of the concentration camp on
"Hogan's Heroes?"
5. What Rock group received Best New Group Award In
the 1983 Grammy Awards?
6. What was the name of the character played by
Barbara Feldman on the televlsion show "Get Smart?"
7. What is Eddie Mecca's name on the show"Laverne
and Shirley?"
8. What actor starred as the origlnal Robin Hood?
9. Who played Little John on the orlglnal Robin Hood?
10. Who played Sgt. Saunders In the show "Combat?"
11. What Is the name of the person who hosts "Wlld
Kingdom?"
12. What is the name'of the bank on thel'Beverly
Hillbillies? 13. What did Maverick keep plnned on the
inside of his coat?
14. What is the full name of the drunk on "Andy
Griffith?"
15. That was the name of the Pollce Lietenant on "Perry
M son?"
16. Who plays Levitt onUBarney Miller?"
17. What actor plays Andy Travis on"WKRP?"
18. Who played Duke Stater on "Gomer Pyle?"
19. Who played Grady on the show "Sanford and Son?"
20. What is the opening llne onl'Star Wars?"
Trivia answers on page 7

Seek more activities
By D E E D E E VERPLANK
Being new is a problem we all face one time or another
in our lives. First year nursing students find this to be
very true.
Where do we go? What do we do? Who do we ask? How
do we get there? Where was that meeting? A t what time?
Getting around seems to be the problem that new students
are constantly contending with.
First year nursing students would really like to do more
things with the second year nursing students. After
talking with four of the thirty-four first year students, I
discovered there are many things they could do. Why not
combine a class? Go on a picnic? H a v e a dinner in the
student lounge for a l l nursing students? 'Plan a party?
Have a volleyball or softball game?
The only activity the students have together are the
meetings for which they elect nominees for officers. The
students would like i t if they could get together and get to
know each other better.
The first person interviewed was Zoe Pederson from
Nevada, lowa. She is in the' ADN program and has a BS
from ISU. Zoe is a flight instructor and has 13-year-old
twin boys. She is still living in Nevada so she commutes
everyday.
Also i n the ADN program is Vickie Lemke. Vickie
comes from Guthrie Center where she graduated from
high school. She is married and has four children to care
for. Vickie also teaches first grade Sunday School, plays
softball, does aerobics, loves to read, is in a book club and
is also a member of the Newcomers Club.
Diana Meyer is another student with ADN. She is from
Washington, lowa, and graduated from Kirkwood High
School i n Cedar ~ a ~ i d s . - ~ i aisn amarried and has two
children, a 12-year-old and a 10-month-old. She enjoys
aerobics and takes care of plants.
Last, but definitely not least, is Marian Anderson.
Marian lives in Grand Junction whereshe graduated from
East Greene High School in 1972. Currently, she is
working at the Jefferson Manor. Marian is married and
has a G e a r old daughter and is expecting another child.
Someof her hobbies include sewing, knitting and reading.

.

Is this spring?
T H E CALENDAR may say that spring has arrived, but
for those i n the central lowa area,'the weather conspired
to cast doubt on this. Following a 12 inch snowfall, a
mul,titude of snowmen, snowrabbits, snowwomen, snow
balls and snow forts made their appearance. A t the left,
one of the snowmen stands ready to sweep the sidewa'tks
of Story Street, above. The snow didn't last long, though,
as warmer temperatures arrived to turn the snow into
more mud and riversof water. (Photos by Linda Ensley)
I

Insurance available
By DAN BURNS
A student accident and sickness insurance plan is
available toany DMACC student who wishes to acquire it.
The plan is for participation on a voluntary basis. The
plan will cover serious illness or injuries requiring
hospital treatment. I t provides a financial assistance to
the student when unexpected medical costs provide a
problem.
The coverage is provided at a low cost in comparison to
the benefits involved. While being a policy that can help
those without coverage of any other sort, i t also serves as
a valuable supplement to any insurance the student might
already have. The policy will pay regardless of any other
insurance that the student has.
DMACC is concerned with the health of its students;

Apply for aid
Any student desiring to apply for financial assistance
for the 1983-84 school year is urged to do so as soon as
possible.
Thestudents should know that the sooner they apply for
assistance, the higher priority their application will
receive. The applications are handled on a first come,
first serve policy.

Nurses choose officers
BY DEE DEE VERPLANK
Tuesday, March 15, the Nursing Students Union held a
meeting for the nomination of officers.
Nominees for president include Deb Smith Terrones and
Zoe Pederson.
Nominees for Vice President inc!ude: Vicki Lemke,
Marian Anderson and Sandy Day.
Secreterial nomineees were Diane Myers and Carla
Pies.
Nominees for treasurer include: Katie VanGundy, K i m
Sullivan and Carolyn Zepp.
The nursing students will cast their votes by secret
ballot.
Other activities discussed at the meeting included an
Alumni Picnic. This picnic will be held June 5th, a t
McHose Park..T& NSU will donate the beverages that
will be served.
The students also debated the possibility of having a
Welcoming Party for'new students coming from Carroll.
This party is still pending, but may be a good ice breaker
for new students.
There will also be a Blood Drive for the ISU Union. This
w i l l be April 11-14. A group of the nursing students have
volunteered
to
give
blood.

however they are able to offer the covera e on the
assumption that a large percentage of the st
! i dent body
will enroll. Any student interested in acquiring this
insurance is urged to pick up the forms provided for them
i n theoffice. Enclosed i n the forms are the answers to any
question the student might have.

Transfer students sought

Intramural events

By P H I L I P C. O'GARA
Boone Campus students interested in transferlng to
Morningside College in lowa should contact the school's
Transfer Student Center.
The Center was initiated in 1980 to ease transfer for
students from community colleges, as well as from other
two and four year colleges and universitles.
Services provided by the Transfer Student Center
include a r t i c u l a t i o n agreements w i t h t w o - y e a r
community colleges, academic counseling, transfer
orientation, transfer luncheon, evaluation of transcripts,
financial aid counseling, student advising, tutorlng In
math or reading, and the development of new publications
to attract transfer students to Morningside.
Numerous faculty members from Morningside have
taken the opportunity to visit area community colleges.
They plan a visit to the Des Moines Area Community
College, Boone Campus, next year.

By LAURA STOLL
The Boone Campus intramurals include a wide range of
activities.
Most recently, participants are trying skills of strategy
at Backgammon. Although the tournament isn't over yet,
i t should prove the winner a master of strategy, or maybe
one of just plain luck. Whichever one i t does, i t could be a
fun and challenging experlence.
On Monday, March 28, guys and gals partlcipated i n the
basketball free throw contest. T l m Scott was the wlnner of
the men's dlvlslon wlth an lmpresslve 20out of 25 trys.
at the hoop. Laura Stoll won the womens dlvislon.
Some other intramural actlvlties belng planned are
softball and tennis. The tennis entries are due April 22.
Other activities planned are a golf tournament, Frisbee
golf, volleyball and a tug-o-war scheduled for the annual
end of the year plg roast.
Everyone is encouraged to t r y their skills i n
intramurals and have fun ...fun ...fun!! !

"ONE OF CENTRAL IOWA'S FINEST"
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FAMOUS FOR

STEAKS SEAFOOD CHICKEN
PIZZA & ITALIAN FOOD - SANDWICHES

RESERVATIONS YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES SERVED

BANQUET FACILITIES FOR CROUPS OF UP TO 125
CARRY OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE
WE DELIVER ALL I E M S FROM THE MENU

FULL SERVICE
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Are you hungry? Hog Roast is co,ming
By LINDA ENSLEY
Deep breath.
Nostrils flare to capture more of the aroma. Another
deep breath.
Salivary glands are tickling and trickling now.
Stomachs grumble. Noses zero in like radars to the
sour(.c.
Err.; detect the grinding, whining sounds in the
disl,~~:::e.Feet scurry forward, closer to the sounds and
smc:li': that are tanfilizing the imagination.
Ar1o:her sound, but this one is more like pumping up a
fiaf i-,icycle tire. Eyes see people, lots of people. What are
fhey doing?
Wisat they are doing is indulging in one of the finest
springtime traditions Boone's DMACC offers - the
annual " serve i t up, quick, hot, and plentiful" pig roast
and kegger.
Through the years this rite of spring-turning-to-summer
has grown from a noontime event with a hog feeding
around a hundred people to including bands or disc
jockeys at a party continuing long into the night.
The little roaster of the early years has been replaced
by a larqer,
custom made roaster capable of
accommodating over 200 pounds of green ham and loins
on its spit.
The cost of the bash has also risen, currently
approaching the $1200-$1500 mark with the purchases of
the buns, chips, beer, and the guest of honor-the hog-as
well as outlay for rent, bands or disc jockeys and other
incidental items.
Making the arrangements requires a lot of advance
planning and cooperation.
Weather and available space at the chosen site are only
a couple of the considerations involved. Other factors
include working around scheduling conflicts with any
involved businesses to find a place to hold the roast and
dance, whether students prefer the less expensive route of
having a disc jockey or would rather spring for a band, the
time of day to begin the festivities, and if the roast is held

during the week, the obvious problem of conflicts with
regularly scheduled classes.
Tentative plans now call for the roast to be held May 9 or
May 11 (Monday or Wednesday) as many local businesses
are unwilling to accommodate the crowd during their
normally busy weekends.
As outdoor facilities have always been preferred for the
roast itself, theweather is an issue. This c?ariy in May the
nights are still nippy, making an ouidoor dance
inappropriate.
To approdch this problem, the be5t solution suggested
so far has been to hold the roast in the afternoon while the
weather is still warm and comforatable, and move
tt,e dance indoors in the evening, perhaps to
someplace like the Trestle or M y Place Lounge where
people can imbibe their favorite beverages. I n case of
rain, another date for the roast will be announced.
There is still the hurdle of classes to overcome. This is
where the real cooperation shows. l nstructors are
legitimately reluctant to allow partying to interfere with
their classes, but in many ways the pig roast is more than
just a party.

I t is time for students, staff and alunmi to get together
one last time before graduation and summertime lives
take over - a last get-together with friends made,
lessons learned and futuresdawning. In this spirit i t could
be made for alternative scheduling of tests or classes
requiring attendance.
Of cpurse, as is always thecase with any DMACC party,
if students, faculty, and staff know about it, so do Boone's
Men in Blue, and they areguaranteed tobe watching,
The p a r t i c i p a n t s must take responsibility for
r~lonitoringtheir own people, making sure that no one gets
too rowdy or that anyone who steps over fhe line of
intoxication doesn't drive harm
Moderation is the oft-ignored key word, but a vital one.
If everyone exercises a little self c o ~ t r o l ,all concerned
can have a great time, and the grand tradition of the
annual pig roast can live on.
Ideas are still being accepted for details concerning the
roast and can be conveyed by talking to Darla Dixon,
Linda Essert, Terry Marquardt, Steve Russell, or any
Student Senate member.

Campus students to PBL conference
Nineteen DMACC students and one advisor attended the
37th annual Phi Beta Lambda State Leadership
Conference which was held in Clinton, lowa at Clinton
Community
College
on
March
25
and
26.
Members from the local chapter joined 200 business
students from throughout lowa in competition against
other lowa Chapters to represent the state at the National
Leadership Conference in San Francisco, California, July
5-8.
Phi Beta Lambda is the college's professional business
organization and the 'college counterpart of Future
Business Leaders of America.
At the state conference, students competed in various

B o o n e State Bank

+events against other four-year and community colleges in
the state of lowa. Following are the results for Boone
Campus students at this year's conference:
Jynior Typist-Connie Steffenson, 4th place.
Poster Event-Diane Baetz and Rena Mills, honorable
mention.
Junior secret;ry-~issy Monen, 1st place; Chris Knight,
2nd place.
Business Communications-Connie Steffenson, 2nd
place.
Executive Typist-Pam Hagemann, 4th place; Connie
Stewart, 5th place.
Corresponding Secretary-Robin Sanders, 4th place.
Ms. Future Business Executive-Roxanne Barenz, 3rd
,
,
! place.
\ Ms. Future Business Teacher-Robin Sanders, 4th place.
Office Procedures-Missy Monen, honorable mention.
Data Processing I-Diane Baetz, 4th place; Terri Ruhde,
2nd place; and Roxanne Barenz, 1st place.
Data Processing Il-Alan Swanson, 4th place; John
Harper. 3rd place.
Chapter. Activities Reporl.Prepared by Tevri Ruhde and
Palm Hagcmann, 5th place.
I-argesf Local Chapter Ikktnbershlp-Boone, 5th place.
Lloyd v. Douglas Outstanding Chapter of the Year
Boone PRI-., 4th place.
( Those who won first pli!cc: a l slate are eligible to
compete at the National Conference.
Other DMACC students attending the conference were:
/ DeeAnna Bechtel, Lori Lind, Loni Johnson, Lorrie Nootz,
Sam Wheller, Debbie Ford and Judy Heimerman.
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jRec majors to travel

I[

See us for...

A number of recreation majors will be traveling to
Springfield, Ill., April 10, 11 and 12 to attend the National
rherapeutic Recreation Symposium.
Professionals in the therapeutic persuasion from
fhrouahout the Midwest will be present to address issues
and tr>nds unique to the therapeutic recreation specialist.
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Diana Ross scores high
By LINDA ENSLEY
Charging through the audience like a hungry lioness
released from her lair, Diana Ross exploded onto the
stage at Hilton Coleseum March 11.
Promising that there "Ain't No Mountain High Enough
(to keep me from you)," she delivered a two hour musical
autobiography travelling along the early Motown sounds
with Florence Bailard and Mary Wilson of the Supremes,
through her jazzy Billie Holiday "Lady Sings the Blues"
and softer "Mahogany" movie scored, on up to selections
from her currently released album, Silk.
With shimmering intensity, Diana performed "in the
round," interjecting as much personal contact with the
audience as possible.
Turning the house lights up and threading her way
through the crowd, she encouraged the audlence to
participate with her in "Reach Out and Touch Somebody's
Hand" and a medley of other tunes. Intermission brought
her back, a skin-tight spangly bodysuit replacing her
gown, with a set geared toward the current physical
fitness phase. A short course on aerobics took her into " ( I
Want) Muscle," visually aided by several men from .the
audience who came on stage toexhibit their brawn.
During her not-quite-spontaneous encores she
transformed the show from borderline naughty to family-

oriented, asking that a l l j h e ch7ldren under the age of
seven (the age of her eldest child) join her on stage.
Almost 30 kidlets climbed or were carrled into the
spotlight with her and demonstrated that they could
boogie too.
With two dynamite background vocalists, Sharon Wade
and Bobbie Glenn, and a 12 piece band directed by Joe
Guercio providing the background arrangements, Diana
performed thesongs that brought her from Detriot's black
ghetto where she learned about the three R's-rats,
roaches and rhythm and blues. "Keep Me Hanging On,"
"Somebody, We'll Be Together," "Touch Me in the
Morning", "Stop! In the Name of Love", "Why Do Fools
Fall in Love?", and morerecently "Work Your Body" and
"Muscle" are a few of the reasons Diana has stayed on the
top hits lists since the early sixties with the release of
"Baby Love". After twenty years of finely honing her
musical talents, she has developed the style of a seasoned
professional who doesn't want to lose contact with her
roots or the audiences that helped her rise from the
storeclerk to one of the most popular singers of the
seventies and eighties.

-

DIANA ROSS held her audience captivated during her
Photo by Linda Ensley
performance.

Attention Graduates

A guy to know :
Fred Chesney
By JEFF FORSTER
Are you oneof the folks who think that Steve Martin is a
wild and crazy guy? Then you have yet to meet our April
student of the month-Fred Chesney.
to major in
Fred came to DMACC from Newell,
Recreation and lounge. He stated that, "The recreation
program gives me a wide range of choices for jobs that fit
my abilities."
The classes that have interested him most have been
anatomy, physiology and all of his rec classes. Fred
anticipatesgraduating in the spring of 1984 and would like
to further his education possibly at UNI, the University of
Utah or Wisconsin, but he is still checking into other
schools.
Now that we know of Mr. Chesney's lifeof study, what of
his life of leisure? What does Fred Chesney do in his spare
time to overcome boredom? "Eating and playing my
guitar!" Fred is a good acoustic guitar player and
also plays piano and drums. Of course, Fred does other
things besides studying, eating and playing his guitar. So
tell us Fred, just what else do you do? "Well, my love life
is pretty good, but I still am working for perfection. M y
'favorite pasttime, though, is partying - if I have the
money! "
Now here's a tough one for Fred. How do you handle a
boring Monday? "I like to go to the Trestle to see friends,
but I especially enjoy the free beer!"
I hope you now know a bit mot-e about this extremely
funny, but intelligent and talented student named Fred
Chesney. See you Monday night Fred.
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FRED CHESNEY is this month's "Student of the Month"
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MASH winners and answers told
By DAN BURNS
So here i t finally - the answers to all of that MASH
trivia.
Out of all of the entrants, there were three winners
chosen. The first place winner was Jeff Ford. Coming in
with a second place award was Linda Ensley and Bill
Reed ran a close third.
Congratulations winners!
1 ) Hawkeye's full name was Benjamin Franklin Pierce.
2) Klinger was from Toledo, Ohio.
3) Gary Burghoff played Corporal Walter "Radar"
O'Riley.
4) Col. Potter's wife was named Mildred.
5) Trapper's wife's name was Louise.
6) B.J. was from M i l l Valley, California. (Not San
Francisco.)
7) B.J.'s wife and child were named Peg and Erin.
8) Colonel Blake was from Bloomington, Indiana.
9 ) Colonel Blake and Klinger were the only two MASH
members to not make i t home.
10) Goodbye, Farewell, Amen was the name of the final
episode.
11) [Frank Burns was played by L a r r y Linville.
12) tiawkeye was from Crabapple Cove, Maine.
13) Honolulu, San Fransisco, Death Valley, Fort Worth,
Tokyo, Seoul, Boston, Toledo and Coney Island.
14) Spearchucker Jones.
15) David Ogdep Stiers played Winchester.
16) Charles ~ m @ r s oWinchester
n
II I was Winchester's
":full nilme.
17) "Suicide is Painless" Is the name of the theme song.
18) Col. Pptter's horse was named Sophie.
19) Sally Kellerman played Hot Lips in movle.
20) Robert DuVall played Frank Burns in movie.
21) t h e motor pool attendant was named Rizzo.
22) ~ ' t i h g e rmade Sergeant b* the final eplsode.
r

R ~ cmajors
,
to conference
I

*
I

Approxlmately 50 recreaflon majors f ~ o mthe Ankeny
and @wnecampuses wit1 be attending t h e annual Iowa
Parksand Recreation Conference in C&ar Raplds, April
?, 5 mcpd 6. The conference wilt ba held at m e Ftve Seasons '
Hotel Bnd will be attended by 450-500 professlmals and
studghts from fhroughout the state.

Rec hosts tourney
A group of recreation majors hosted the Iowa Park and
Recreation Class B Basketball T ournament at the Bsone
Campus gym March 19 and 20. The tournament sported
teams from throughout the state as final action saw Lee
County Savings from Ft. Madison nip Uncle John's
Record of Sioux City 56 t o 54 in the championship game.

23) Col. Flagg was the crazy C.I.A. man.
24) Sydney Freedman was the psychiatrist.
25) Elliot Gould played Trapper John in movie.
26) Donald Sutherland played Hawkeye in movie.
27) Hawkeye's favorite rib joint was Adam's Ribs in
Chicago.
28) Winchester's sister was named Anoria.
29) Rosie's was the name of the local bar.
30) The swamp was the nameof Hawkeye's tent.
31) They raffled a nurse and a pass t o send a
houseboy to college.
32) Ho Jon was was the houseboy's name.
33) Richard Hooker wrote the book MASH.
34) Henry Morgan played Col. Potter.
35) Loretta Swit played Hot Lips on TV.
36) Mrs. Donald Penopscott was her married name.
37) The initials B.J. stood for just B.J.
38) Mike Farrell played B.J.
39) Klinger was trying to get a Section Eight or a
discharge.
40) Col. Potter was from Independence, Missouri.
41) The letters MASH stood for Mobile A r m y Surgical
Hospital.
42) Best Care Anywhere was the MASH motto.
43) Nurse Kelly was from Honolulu, Hawaii.
44) Charles was stationed at Tokyo General before the
MASH unit.
45) Radar traded with Sparky over the radio.
46) William Christopher played Father Mulcahy.
47) .Father Francis John Patrick Mulcahy was the
priest's full name.
48) Wayne Roaers plaved Trapper i n the TV show.
49) linger's-favorite baseball team was the Toledo
Mudhens.
50) Trapper spent his residency d Boston General
Hospital.
51) lgor was the name of the cogk.
52) Trapper's full name was John F. Mclntyre.
53) Radar was from Ottumwa, Iowa.
54) Radar's uncle was named Ed.
55) Winchester was from Boston.
56) Winchester graduated from M a Y a r d , Medicat
School.
57) Col. Potter's full name was Shermah T. Potter.
.
58) Zale was the name of the supply x r g s s n t .
59) Boxing was Mulcahy's favorite sport.
A
was put On the door if the
roomwas
still being used by another couple.
61) Klinger's first name was Maxwell.
62) &?yBurghoff was theonly actor t o be i n both movie
and television version.
63) The MASH number was the 4077th.
64) MASH was on TV for 11 seasons.
65) Robert Altrnan directed the movie, MASH.

OUCH1 I T M A Y have hurl, but Theresa Hadaway was
glad toavoid the m e a s k . Giving the injection is Gertrude
Schultze from the ARkeny Campus.
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Measles shots given
B y BUNNY R E E D
The threat of a measles epidemlc in'cotleges and
univwsities throughout the country prompted u people at
Boone Campus t o have vaccinations Feb. 17 and Feb. 22.
"Those who have never had the measles, or who had the
vacclnsti.ons p r l w t q 1W8 or before they were one year ot
-,
woul&
nothaw
a
lmmunlty , ,+

'-:
the-disease,"

sald Gertruda Schultze, school nurse at
Ankeny Cs+us.
Schultze was tn c b r g e Of the program to administer
d vaccinations at all D M C C campuses. "Overall, we gave
266 sh4h at the four DMACC campuses," she commented
r
"At this time, w e do ngt expect the program to be
repeated."
The fear of an epidemic began with the measles
outbreaks at PurdueCampus in Indiana, the University of
Illinois, and isolated cases in Kentucky just prlor t o the
' spring break for campuses on the semester system.
During that spring break, students from many schools
across the country travel to Florida for "rest and
relaxatlon."
Schultze explained that, "We were concerned primarily
with the two t o three week period after this spring break.
By April 18 we should know i f the outbreak of measles is
under control." The incub;d;i period for the virus is two
t o three weeks after $Matbit.
Les: than flve p e p g i t of the country's population has
the virus each,,year,
'cept in the state of Pennsylvania,
which has q s l g h t l y hlgher percentage. There are no
i m ~ n i z a t i o nlpws for school age children i n that state.
"
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Musk Radio

What they say.

KWBG

By D E E D E E VERPLANK
*dl
What is the social activity you enjoy most, was a s k 4 of
several DMACC students and teachers?
1) Lisa Rimathe-softball
2)Cheri M.-parties
3)Blake Soder-read, write, science fiction, sleep
4) Ding Siew Lee-pop music
5)Kelly Penner- Dying m y hair b h e ( i n groups!)
6)Carol Godfrey-eating after footbdl games
7) Robert Kluckman-same as Carol
8) Kathy Hansen-playing poker and smokin"cigars
9) Larry Johnson-training and riding horses
10)Cindy Pio-dancing
11)Trent King-singing, cooking, and reading
12) Julie Ahrens-party in'
13)Jeff Brown-same as Julie
14)Scott Porter-theater
15)Julie Dunkleburger-dancing, sports, going out with
friends
16) Colette Gunnink-tennis and partyin' with friends

.

News, Weather, and
Sports, plus'Jr. College Basketball play-by-play
P.0. BOX 366
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